Launching and multiplying new communities of believers.

Many church leaders concede they are often plagued with a feeling that something is not working because making disciples…and making disciples who make disciples seems not just hard, but nearly impossible.

They look around and see:
- A shifting culture that marginalizes the Church
- Enormous downward pressures on existing ministries
- The absence of young people—Millennial and Gen X populations

A few summon the courage to question what they might need to do to adjust and adapt. And even fewer choose to act.

PLI’s Discipleship to Missional Community helps you take on the current trend of weak followership of Jesus in your church by learning a new way of being leader and missionary. This Learning Community teaches church leaders a specific rhythm that can be repeated over and over again to help people become closer followers of Christ…and join with others to be a people on a mission.

If you’re a leader who feels this frustration and you want to:
- Act,
- Take on the current trend of weak followership of Jesus, and
- Learn a new way of being leader and missionary,
...then you should take a look at PLI’s Discipleship to Missional Community.

I am seeking to:

Build a culture of reproducing discipleship
Invest in people for wider influence
Create a pathway toward a different future for my church
Shape communities of people focused on mission

Highlights
- 2 ½ year Learning Community
- Pastor and spouse learn side-by-side
- One or more key church leaders participate
- Five training immersions
- Modeled at host locations
- Weekly coaching via video conference for pastor and spouse or one leader
Discipleship to Missional Community has the hallmark qualities of the proven PLI learning experience that past alumni rave about:

Pastors and spouses discovering together as their own unique team.

The PLI Experience marked with collegiality and complemented with coaching that produce ongoing encouragement and accountability.

Additionally, PLI’s Discipleship to Missional Community features:

Key staff or lay leaders involved. When one or more key leaders learn alongside their pastor and spouse, the journey gets easier.

The cost is $3,800 per year for a team of 3 (pastor, spouse and key leader). Reserve your team spot with a $500 registration fee. Pricing for teams up to 5 and 7 are available. Please speak with Raechel in Connections raechel@plileadership.org.

Be part of PLI’s Discipleship to Missional Community.
Nothing has changed since Jesus challenged his disciples to “Go and Make Disciples” and yet everything has. The commitment to discipling ordinary people who disciple others can give birth to fresh expressions of the extraordinary mission of God.

For more information or to register your team please contact:
Raechel at (630)795-9747 or raechel@plileadership.org